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Well, I live in Atlanta, but I guess you are asking where I am from originally?
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We Study Two Broad Questions

How do people (mis)perceive immigration?

Are perceptions of immigration, about the number, origin, religion,
unemployment, education, poverty, correct amongst natives of the
host countries?

What are natives’ views on immigration policies?

Heterogeneity by political affiliation, work in high immigrant sector,
income, education level...

What is the link between immigration and redistribution?

Are perceptions of immigration and views about redistribution
correlated? And do perceptions of immigrants “cause” preferences for
redistribution?
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Method and Setting
Large-scale surveys in 6 countries: France, Germany, Italy, Sweden,
UK, and US, total of ≈ 22,500 respondents.

Done through commercial survey companies in Nov 2017-Feb 2018.
Sample sizes: 4,500 in US, 4,000 in FR, DE, IT, and UK, 2,000 in SE.
Additional survey in US in Feb 2019 – 1,650 respondents.

Survey components:
Background info, perception of immigrants (number, origin, religion,
hard work, economic conditions, support), policy preferences
(redistribution + immigration).

Randomized treatments:
Priming: “Order” treatment asks about immigration before
redistributive policies.

Information (Facts) on 1) number, 2) origins of immigrants.

Anecdote on “hard-working” immigrant.
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Main Findings: Perceptions of Immigration Substantially and
Systematically Wrong

Across countries and respondent characteristics:
Stark overestimation of the number of immigrants

Stark overestimation of share of Muslim (underestimate Christians)

Underestimation of immigrants education, employment, contribution
to welfare state

People wrong about natives as well, but more so about immigrants.

Larger misperceptions for respondents who are: i) in immigrant
intensive, low-skill jobs, ii) without college, iii) female, and iv)
right-wing.

Perceived composition (not the number) of immigrants that
differentiate natives’ responses

Left and right-wing equally misperceive % of immigrants, but
right-wing believe immigrants have “less desirable” in their views
characteristics.
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Main Findings: Effects of Information, Anecdotes and Priming

Just making people think about immigrants (“order treatment”)
generates a strongly negative reaction in terms of redistribution.

Factual information on share and origins has no effect.

Anecdotes work somewhat: “Hard work” on its own can generate
some more support for redistribution.

However, if people are also prompted to think in detail about
immigrants’ characteristics (which they are wrong about), priming
effect dominates.
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Related Literature (Political Science, Sociology, some Econ) I

Perceptions of Immigrants Hainmueller and Hiscox (2010); Hainmueller and
Hopkins (2010); Hainmueller and Hopkins (2015); Card,
Dustmann and Preston (2012); Bansak, Hainmueller, and
Hangartner (2016), Naumann et al. (2018), Herda (2010, 2013);
Mayda and Facchini (2009, 2012).

Immigration and Redistribution: Luttmer (2001); Hansen (2003); Finseraas
(2008); Senik et al. (2009); Luttmer and Singhal (2011); Dahlberg,
Edmark, and Lundqvist (2012); Emmenegger and Klemmensen
(2013); Chevalier et al. (2017); Bisin and Verdier (2017); Naumann
and Stoetzer (2018); Alesina, Murard, Rapoport (2019).

Information and Support for immigration: Grigorieff, Roth, and Ubfal (2018);
Facchini, Margalit and Nakata (2016); Barrera Rodriguez, Guriev,
Henry, and Zhuravskaya (2018).

Information Experiments: Kuziemko, Norton, Saez, and Stantcheva (2015),
Karadja, Mollerstrom and Seim (2017), Cruces et al. (2013),
Alesina, Stantcheva and Teso (2018).
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Related Literature (Political Science, Sociology, some Econ) II

Stereotypes and Identitiy Politics: Bordalo et al. (2016); Gennaioli and Tabellini
(2018); Grossman and Helpman (2018).

Our contributions: 1 Cross-country, large-scale, standardized survey plus
experiment;

2 Elicit detailed perceptions of immigrants along many
dimensions (more relevant than % of immigrants);

3 Study link between these perceptions and redistribution
policy (in addition to immigration policy).

4 Shift experimentally 3 distinct aspects of immigration
(number, origin, economic contribution) in isolation;

5 3 distinct treatments: priming, information, anecdote.
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Data Collection: Surveys and
Experiments
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Survey Structure

Background socio-economic questions, job sector, immigrant
parents, political preferences.

Treatments about immigration. [Randomized]
I T1: Info on number, T2: Info on origin, T3: Anecdote on hard work.

Immigration Block: [Randomized]

I Perceptions of Immigrants. Number, origin, effort, “Free Riding”,
economic conditions (education, poverty, unemployment, transfers).

I Immigration Policies: Citizenship, when to receive benefits, whether
govt should care equally, when are immigrants “truly” American.

Redistribution Block: [Randomized]

I Redistributive Policies: Income support policies, income taxes,
budget + Donation question.

I Role of Government: Tools to reduce inequality, is inequality a
problem, scope for government to intervene in redistribution. 10 / 47



Eliciting Perceptions on Number of Immigrants
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Eliciting perceptions on Origin of Immigrants
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Eliciting Perceptions on Effort of Immigrants

Which has more to do with why an immigrant living in the U.S. is poor?
[Lack of effort on his or her own part; Circumstances beyond his or her
control]

Which has more to do with why an immigrant living in the U.S. is rich?
[Because she or he worked harder than others; Because she or he had more
advantages than others]
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Economic Conditions of immigrants

Out of every 100 people born in the U.S. how many are currently unemployed? By
“unemployed” we mean people who are currently not working but searching for a job (and
maybe unable to find one).

Now let’s compare this to the number of unemployed among legal immigrants. Out of every
100 legal immigrants how many do you think are currently unemployed?

Out of every 100 people born in the U.S., how many live below the poverty line? The
poverty line is the estimated minimum level of income needed to secure the necessities of life.

Let’s compare this to poverty among legal immigrants. Out of every 100 legal immigrants in
the U.S. today, how many do you think live below the poverty line?

U.S. born residents receive government transfers in the form of public assistance, Medicaid,
child credits, unemployment benefits, free school lunches, food stamps or housing subsidies
when needed. How much do you think each legal immigrant receives on average from such
government transfers? An average immigrant receives... [No transfers/.../More than ten
times as much as a US born resident]
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Are people “Biased” Against Immigrants?

Imagine two people, John and Mohammad, currently living in the U.S.
with their families. John is born in the U.S., while Mohammad legally
moved to the U.S. five years ago. They are both 35, have three children, and
earn the same low income from their jobs.

In your opinion does Mohammad pay more, the same, or less in income
taxes than John? [A lot more; more; the same; less; a lot less]

In your opinion does Mohammad, who is an immigrant, receive more, the
same, or less government transfers (such as public assistance, Medicaid,
child credits, unemployment benefits during unemployment spells, free
school lunches, food stamps or housing subsidies) than John? [A lot more;
more; the same; less; a lot less]
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Questions on Policies

Logic: Split desired policies into components

i) government involvement and intervention in redistribution,

ii) how to share a given tax burden,

iii) how to allocate a given budget.

Support for policies to reduce inequality: schooling, housing,
income support. Subject to other policies being reduced. Detail

Income taxes on top 1%, next 9%, next 40%, bottom 50%. Detail

Budget allocation on 1) Defense/ Security, 2) Infrastructure, 3)
Education, 4) SS, Medicare, DI, and SSI, 5) Social Insurance and
Income Support Programs, 6) Health, 7) Affordable housing. Detail
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Questions on Role and Capacities of Government

Are income differences between rich and poor people a problem?

Scope of government to reduce income inequality, from 1 to 7. Detail
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Donation Question

By taking this survey, you are automatically enrolled in a lottery to win $1000. In a few
days you will know whether you won the $1000. The payment will be made to you in the
same way as your regular survey pay, so no further action is required on your part. In case
you won, would you be willing to donate part or all of your $1000 gain for a good
cause? Below you will find 2 charities which help people in the U.S. deal with the hurdles of
everyday life. You can enter how many dollars out of your $1000 gain you would like to
donate to each of them. If you are one of the lottery winners, you will be paid, in addition to
your regular survey pay, $1000 minus the amount you donated to charity. We will directly
pay your desired donation amount to the charity or charities of your choosing.

Charities:

I US: Feeding America, The Salvation Army
I France: Les restos du cœur, Emmaüs
I Germany: SOS Kinderdorf, Tafel
I Italy: Caritas, Save the Children Italia
I Sweden: Frälsningsarmén, Majblomman
I UK: Save the Children U.K., The Salvation Army
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Ensuring reasonable answers

Appeal to people’s social responsibility, warn that “careless
answers” will be flagged. Detail

Attention check questions (99.5%), Meade and Craig (2012).

Time spent on separate questions’ pages and overall survey time.

Ask for feedback post survey, whether felt survey was biased (16%).

Check careless response patterns (clicking same “middle” answer).

Constrain answers to add up to 100. Tabulating answers – few
strange patterns. Detail

Offer rewards for accurate answers – additional US survey
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Data Sources

Number of immigrants and origin: Pew Research Center (US); UN,
Trends in International Migrant Stock (UK, Italy, France, Germany);
OECD, International Migration Database (Sweden)

Religion: Pew Research Center

Unemployment: Pew Research Center (US); OECD, International
Migration Outlook (UK, Italy, France, Germany, Sweden)

Poverty and Education: Current Population Survey, Pew Research
Center and Center for Migration Studies (US); Eurostat (UK, Italy,
France, Germany and Sweden)
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Perception of Immigrants
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Perceived vs. Actual Number of Immigrants (By Country)

Including Second Generation Imm.
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Misperception of Number of Immigrants

Who misperceives more? Those 1) in high immigration sectors with low education, 2) without
college, 3) who are young, 4) who have an immigrant parent, 5) women. US Sectors
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Perceived vs. Actual Share of Muslim Immigrants

Middle East North Africa
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Perceived vs. Actual Share of Christian Immigrants

In all countries, respondents vastly underestimate the number of Christian immigrants. Those who
have smallest misperception (smallest negative number) are 1) college educated, 2) those with
immigrant parent, 3) men, 4) left-wing.
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Misperceptions of Share of High-Educated - Immigrants vs.
Natives
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Misperception of Unemployment - Immigrants vs. Natives
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Share of Respondents who believe average immigrant gets at
least twice the amount of transfers of natives

In reality in no country immigrants get more than twice the transfers of natives. Those who think
immigrants get many transfers are 1) low educ in high immigration sectors, 2) non college educated,
3) the poor 4) right wing respondents. Relative Transfers
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“Bias”: Does Mohammad Get More Transfers and Pay Less
Taxes all Else Equal?

Across all countries, and respondent characteristics, a non trivial share think all else equal
Mohammad gets more transfers and pays less taxes. France and Italy are most “biased.” Low
educated in high immigrant sectors, non college educated, the poor, and right wing are most biased.
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Misperception of Poverty - Immigrants vs. Natives
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% of Respondents who Think Poor Immigrants Don’t Put in
Effort and that Rich Immigrants Worked Hard

Countries vary on whether they think poor immigrants or poor natives are most likely to be lazy.
U.S. is an outlier (also thinks poor are lazy in general). All countries agree that IF an immigrant got
rich, they must have worked hard.
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Additional US Survey: Incentives and Willingness to Pay for
Info

Are results driven by careless answers?

I In the additional US survey we offer monetary incentives for
respondents whose guesses are closest to the true statistics.

I Randomize among different amounts ($5, 10, 20, 30).

I Regardless of the size of the award, incentives do not reduce
misperceptions. Detail

Do respondents care about correct info?

I Measure willingness to pay for info about immigrants asking
respondents to forfeit part of their potential lottery prize in exchange
for the correct statistics on immigrants. Question
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Willingness to Pay to Receive Correct Info about Immigrants
Willing To Pay Surprised

(1) (2)

Misperception Index -0.107*** 0.143***
(0.0318) (0.0474)

Republican -0.0792** 0.0158
(0.0338) (0.0513)

Female -0.0707** 0.0527
(0.0328) (0.0478)

H. Imm. Sector and No College 0.0822 0.0140
(0.0509) (0.0796)

H. Imm. Sector and College 0.0690 0.0150
(0.0426) (0.0590)

No College -0.112** 0.0182
(0.0454) (0.0708)

Rich -0.0317 0.0122
(0.0410) (0.0589)

Young -0.0770** 0.0282
(0.0328) (0.0479)

Immigrant parent 0.125** -0.0850
(0.0551) (0.0731)

Constant 0.613*** 0.470***
(0.0521) (0.0593)

Observations 918 448

Respondents who misperceive immigrants more negatively are less willing to pay. Even conditional
on misperceptions, right-wing, women, non-college educated less willing to pay. Conditional on
accepting to pay, those with higher misperceptions are more surprised by the info received.
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Immigration perceptions and
Redistribution: Experimental

Evidence
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Salience Treatment: “Order of the Questions”

1 Immigration Block: [Randomized]

I Perceptions of Immigrants. Number, origin, effort, “Free Riding”,
economic conditions (education, poverty, unemployment, transfers).

I Immigration Policies: Citizenship, when to receive benefits, whether
govt should care equally, when are immigrants “truly” American.

2 Redistribution Block: [Randomized]

I Redistributive Policies: Overall involvement, income support
policies, income taxes, budget + Donation question.

I Role of Government: Trust, tools to reduce inequality, is inequality a
problem, scope for government to intervene in redistribution.
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Effects on Redistribution Preferences of Thinking of
Immigrants

Imm Support Tax Tax Social Inequality Donation
Index Top 1 Bottom 50 Budget Serious Problem Above Median

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Salience - Imm Questions First -1.948*** 0.914*** 0.356 -0.0280** -0.0479***
(0.421) (0.276) (0.344) (0.0132) (0.0138)

Information - Share of Immigrants 0.0238** -0.627 0.0449 -0.0885 -0.00590 -0.0165
(0.0119) (0.426) (0.280) (0.348) (0.0134) (0.0140)

Information - Origins of Immigrants 0.00573 -0.0662 0.0322 -0.175 0.00626 0.00208
(0.0119) (0.426) (0.280) (0.348) (0.0134) (0.0140)

Anecdote - Hard Work of Immigrants 0.0463*** 0.0772 -0.212 0.851** 0.0158 0.00910
(0.0119) (0.426) (0.279) (0.347) (0.0134) (0.0139)

Share of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First 0.620 0.0622 -0.737 0.0134 0.0173
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0188) (0.0197)

Origins of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First -0.00384 -0.237 -0.436 -0.0208 -0.0115
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0189) (0.0197)

Hard Work of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First 0.215 0.0813 -1.415*** -0.00817 0.00165
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0188) (0.0197)

Observations 19765 19765 19765 19731 19763 19765
Control mean 0.00 37.12 10.94 56.19 0.59 0.47

Tax rate on Top 1% decreases by 1.95 which is 5% of the control mean and 90% of the left-right wing

gap. Tax rate on Bottom 50% increases by 0.91, 8% of control mean and 110% of left-right gap. Share

of respondents saying inequality is a serious problem declines by 2.8 pp, 5% of control mean and

13% of left-right gap.
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Information Treatment: Number of Immigrants

Link to video: https://youtu.be/2bVzfv0a-fE
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Information Treatment: Number of Immigrants
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Information Treatment: Number of Immigrants
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Information Treatment: Origin of Immigrants

Link to video: https://youtu.be/-603kdm_GkA
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Information Treatment: Origin of Immigrants
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Information Treatment: Origin of Immigrants
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“Anecdote” Treatment: Hard Work of Immigrants

Link to video: https://youtu.be/_1SoLYX8OyE
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“Anecdote” Treatment: Hard Work of Immigrants
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First Stage: (Mis)perceptions Not Very Responsive to Facts

All Accurate Perception M. East and N. America, W. and Muslim Christian Lack of Effort
Immigrants All Immigrants N. Africa E. Europe Reason Poor

(misp.) (misp.) (misp.) (misp.) (misp.)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Information - Share of Immigrants -4.864*** 0.227*** -0.248 0.173 0.00857 0.144 0.000297
(0.422) (0.00563) (0.304) (0.357) (0.408) (0.396) (0.00912)

Information - Origins of Immigrants 2.315*** 0.00251 -4.794*** 1.827*** -1.829*** 2.456*** -0.000234
(0.423) (0.00563) (0.304) (0.357) (0.408) (0.396) (0.00913)

Anecdote - Hard Work of Immigrants 0.709* -0.00420 -0.385 0.378 -0.869** 0.796** -0.0535***
(0.423) (0.00563) (0.304) (0.357) (0.408) (0.396) (0.00912)

Observations 19735 19735 19747 19728 19761 19757 19721
Control mean 17.02 0.04 12.60 -5.56 11.30 -23.98 0.36

Info treatment - Share of immigrants:
Misperception of number ↓ 5 pp; share of respondents who are accurate is 27% vs. 4.3% in control
group.
Info treatment - Origins of immigrants:
↓misperception from Middle East & North Africa by 38% relative to control; ↓Muslim by 16%. Still
very off!
Anecdote treatment - Hard work of immigrants:

5 pp less likely to say that lack of effort is reason why immigrants poor; 14% reduction relative to

control.
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First Stage Effects: Persistence in the Follow-Up (US only)

All Accurate Perception M. East and L. America Muslim Christian Lack of Effort
immigrants All immigrants N. Africa reason poor

(misp.) (misp.) (misp.) (misp.) (misp.)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Panel A: First survey who took the follow-up

Information - Share of Immigrants -7.045*** 0.230*** 1.515 -1.016 0.578 3.745* 0.0110
(2.051) (0.0217) (1.032) (1.574) (1.302) (2.048) (0.0405)

Information - Origins of Immigrants 1.671 -0.0214 -7.220*** 15.12*** -3.436** 5.457*** -0.0418
(2.107) (0.0223) (1.060) (1.617) (1.338) (2.105) (0.0417)

Anecdote - Hard Work of Immigrants 1.035 0.00854 1.889* 0.278 1.008 0.336 -0.0889**
(2.030) (0.0215) (1.020) (1.556) (1.287) (2.025) (0.0400)

Control mean 21.29 0.02 14.86 -16.85 12.08 -22.66 0.45

Panel B: Follow-up respondents

Information - Share of Immigrants -1.369 0.0201 0.853 -1.303 0.539 3.411* -0.0124
(1.851) (0.0161) (1.023) (1.420) (1.229) (1.947) (0.0401)

Information - Origins of Immigrants -1.301 -0.0177 -2.808*** 7.234*** -0.566 2.148 -0.0370
(1.902) (0.0165) (1.051) (1.459) (1.263) (2.001) (0.0413)

Anecdote - Hard Work of Immigrants -1.246 -0.00130 1.057 0.640 1.102 -1.584 -0.0822**
(1.832) (0.0159) (1.012) (1.403) (1.215) (1.925) (0.0396)

Observations 1032 1032 1033 1034 1034 1034 1032
Control mean 21.08 0.03 15.95 -18.61 11.05 -21.85 0.47

Some persistence, but large decay of an already weak effect. “Origins of Immigrants" on Middle
East+ North Africa. “Hard work” treatment most persistent.
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Effects on Policy Preferences

Imm Support Tax Tax Social Inequality Donation
Index Top 1 Bottom 50 Budget Serious Problem Above Median

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Salience - Imm Questions First -1.948*** 0.914*** 0.356 -0.0280** -0.0479***
(0.421) (0.276) (0.344) (0.0132) (0.0138)

Information - Share of Immigrants 0.0238** -0.627 0.0449 -0.0885 -0.00590 -0.0165
(0.0119) (0.426) (0.280) (0.348) (0.0134) (0.0140)

Information - Origins of Immigrants 0.00573 -0.0662 0.0322 -0.175 0.00626 0.00208
(0.0119) (0.426) (0.280) (0.348) (0.0134) (0.0140)

Anecdote - Hard Work of Immigrants 0.0463*** 0.0772 -0.212 0.851** 0.0158 0.00910
(0.0119) (0.426) (0.279) (0.347) (0.0134) (0.0139)

Share of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First 0.620 0.0622 -0.737 0.0134 0.0173
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0188) (0.0197)

Origins of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First -0.00384 -0.237 -0.436 -0.0208 -0.0115
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0189) (0.0197)

Hard Work of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First 0.215 0.0813 -1.415*** -0.00817 0.00165
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0188) (0.0197)

Observations 19765 19765 19765 19731 19763 19765
Control mean 0.00 37.12 10.94 56.19 0.59 0.47

Info treatment - Share of immigrants: ↑ support for immigration by 5% of left-right wing gap.
Anecdote treatment - Hard Work of immigrants: ↑ support for immigration by 10% of left-right
wing gap; ↑ social spending by 1.5% relative to control group and by 17% of left-right wing gap.

Immigration Support Index
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(0.0119) (0.426) (0.280) (0.348) (0.0134) (0.0140)

Information - Origins of Immigrants 0.00573 -0.0662 0.0322 -0.175 0.00626 0.00208
(0.0119) (0.426) (0.280) (0.348) (0.0134) (0.0140)

Anecdote - Hard Work of Immigrants 0.0463*** 0.0772 -0.212 0.851** 0.0158 0.00910
(0.0119) (0.426) (0.279) (0.347) (0.0134) (0.0139)

Share of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First 0.620 0.0622 -0.737 0.0134 0.0173
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0188) (0.0197)

Origins of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First -0.00384 -0.237 -0.436 -0.0208 -0.0115
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0189) (0.0197)

Hard Work of Immigrants X Imm. Q. First 0.215 0.0813 -1.415*** -0.00817 0.00165
(0.601) (0.394) (0.490) (0.0188) (0.0197)

Observations 19765 19765 19765 19731 19763 19765
Control mean 0.00 37.12 10.94 56.19 0.59 0.47

Info treatment - Share of immigrants: ↑ support for immigration by 5% of left-right wing gap.
Anecdote treatment - Hard Work of immigrants: ↑ support for immigration by 10% of left-right
wing gap; ↑ social spending by 1.5% relative to control group and by 17% of left-right wing gap.
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Effects on Policy Preferences
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Understanding the Treatment Effects on Redistribution
Preferences

Order treatment has negative effect because of the very negative
baseline views that people have of immigrants.

Info treatments don’t move perceptions or policy preferences much:

So, does info not matter?

Share of immigrants per se was not correlated with support for
redistribution, conditional on other immigrant characteristics.

Origin of immigrants may be less straightforward and hard to
understand.

Also: Each info treatment in itself contains a “mini” order treatment.

“Anecdote” about hard work has positive effect on its own.

But even that positive effects disappear when making people think
about detailed characteristics of immigrants.
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Heterogeneous Treatment Effects: Order Treatment
Tax Tax Social Inequality Donation

Top 1 Bottom 50 Budget Serious Problem Above Median
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Imm. Q First X Right -2.156*** 0.987** -0.236 0.00772 -0.0526**
(0.641) (0.426) (0.518) (0.0204) (0.0212)

Imm. Q First X Left -1.851*** 0.851** 0.558 -0.0575*** -0.0480**
(0.601) (0.399) (0.485) (0.0191) (0.0199)

p-value diff. 0.728 0.815 0.263 0.020 0.875

Imm. Q First X College -1.636** 0.220 0.497 -0.0161 -0.0575***
(0.654) (0.434) (0.529) (0.0208) (0.0217)

Imm. Q First X No College -2.195*** 1.396*** 0.235 -0.0356** -0.0406**
(0.540) (0.358) (0.436) (0.0172) (0.0179)

p-value diff. 0.510 0.037 0.702 0.470 0.547

Imm. Q First x Male -2.045*** 0.910** 0.346 -0.00891 -0.0717***
(0.594) (0.394) (0.480) (0.0189) (0.0197)

Imm. Q First x Female -1.894*** 0.928** 0.337 -0.0459** -0.0240
(0.584) (0.388) (0.472) (0.0186) (0.0193)

p-value diff. 0.856 0.973 0.989 0.164 0.084

Imm. Q First x H imm -2.590*** 1.318*** -0.0869 -0.0308 -0.0814***
(0.732) (0.486) (0.592) (0.0233) (0.0242)

Imm. Q First x Not H imm -1.710*** 0.747** 0.546 -0.0266* -0.0316*
(0.506) (0.336) (0.409) (0.0161) (0.0168)

p-value diff. 0.322 0.334 0.379 0.884 0.091

Control mean 37.12 10.94 56.19 0.59 0.47
Observations 5064 5064 5055 5064 5064
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Summary of Heterogeneous Treatment Effects

We look at heterogeneous treatment effects of the four groups with
most different ex ante perceptions of immigrants:

1 Left vs. right wing
2 College vs. non college-educated
3 Low-skilled in immigration intensive sectors vs. others.
4 Male vs. female

Groups with most negative baseline views of immigrants react most
negatively to being prompted to think about immigrants (non
college-educated, right-wing, low skill in immigration intensive
sectors).
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Conclusion

Perceptions of immigrants systematically very wrong and negative.

Just making people think about immigrants brings out baseline (very
negative) views and generates negative impact on redistribution.

Natives’ views about immigrants can be strategically manipulated
by anti-immigration policies.

They can also be manipulated by anti-redistribution parties to gain
support for their views about redistribution even when they don’t
care much about immigration per se.
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Here are several things that the local, state, or federal government might do to
reduce income differences between rich and poor people. Please indicate if you favor
or oppose them. Keep in mind that, naturally, to finance an expansion of any of
these policies, other types of spending (like spending on infrastructure and defense,
for example) would have to be scaled down or taxes would have to be raised.

Would you say that you strongly favor, favor, neither favor nor oppose, oppose or
strongly oppose spending more money on schools in poor neighborhoods?

Would you say that you strongly favor, favor, neither favor nor oppose, oppose or
strongly oppose spending more money to provide decent housing for those
who can’t afford it?

Would you say that you strongly favor, favor, neither favor nor oppose, oppose or
strongly oppose increasing income support programs for the poor?
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Questions on Inequality and Role of Government

Do you think income differences between rich and poor people are: [Not a problem
at all/ ... / A very serious problem]

Some people think that the government (at the local, state, or federal level) should
not care about income differences between rich and poor people. Others think that
the government should do everything in its power to reduce income inequality.
Rate on a scale of 1 to 7 on how you feel about this issue, with 1 being the
government should not concern itself with income inequality and 7 being the
government should do everything in its power to reduce income inequality.
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Share of respondents with Strange patterns

Panel A: Extreme Answers
Control Full sample

= 0 = 100 = 0 = 100
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Share of Immigrants 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.004
Share of Christian Immigrants 0.057 0.006 0.052 0.007
Share of Muslim Immigrants 0.016 0.020 0.017 0.018
High Educated - Immigrants 0.018 0.003 0.017 0.004
Unemployment - Immigrants 0.006 0.014 0.006 0.013
Poverty - Immigrants 0.020 0.010 0.019 0.011
High Educated - Natives 0.003 0.004 0.003 0.005
Unemployment - Natives 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.008
Poverty - Natives 0.003 0.007 0.004 0.007

Panel B: LongString
Control Full sample

≥ 0.6 ≥ 0.8 ≥ 0.6 ≥ 0.8
(1) (2) (3) (4)

LongString Index - First Option 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.000
LongString Index - Last Option 0.004 0.000 0.004 0.000
LongString Index - Middle Option 0.021 0.001 0.024 0.001
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Including Second Generation Immigrants (By Country)
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Share of Immigrants from Middle East
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Share of Immigrants from North Africa
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Share of Immigrants from Latin America
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Perceived vs. Actual Share of High-Educated Immigrants
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Perceived Transfers to Immigrants

Actual transfers include: social assistance (e.g., social exclusion allowance in E.U., public assistance

and Medicaid in the U.S.), unemployment benefits, family allowances, housing benefits and pension

benefits (dark circle). Back



Willingness to Pay to Receive Correct Info about Immigrants -
Question

As already mentioned, by taking this survey, you are automatically enrolled in a lottery to win
$1,000. Are you are interested in learning the correct answers to all the questions about
immigrants in the U.S.? If you are, you can forfeit part of your gain (should you win the lottery)
in exchange for the correct answers. If you select that option, you will be given the right answers
on the next page. You will only pay the amount selected if you do, in fact, win the lottery. Note:
This information would be very hard to find online on your own. It is the result of a lot of careful
research and you cannot easily find the correct answers.

In case you win the lottery are you willing to give up [$0.5, $1, $2, $5, $10, randomized] to
receive all the correct answers to the questions about immigrants in the U.S.?

1 No, I am not willing to pay anything (We will not provide you with the correct answers)

2 Yes, I am willing to pay [$0.5,$1, $2, $5, $10, randomized] (We will provide you with all the
correct answers on the next page. You will only pay this amount out of your lottery earnings
if you do win the lottery
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Effect of Monetary Incentives on Misperceptions
All Accurate Perception M. East and N. America, W. and Muslim Christian

Immigrants All Immigrants N. Africa E. Europe
(misp.) (misp.) (misp.) (misp.) (misp.)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

$5 Incentive -0.354 0.0238 -1.305 0.182 -0.202 1.802
(2.215) (0.0189) (1.220) (1.460) (1.446) (2.058)

$10 Incentive 2.263 0.0195 0.0386 -1.024 -1.691 2.559
(2.254) (0.0193) (1.242) (1.486) (1.472) (2.095)

$20 Incentive 0.907 -0.00218 -0.340 1.582 -1.350 3.376
(2.297) (0.0196) (1.266) (1.515) (1.500) (2.135)

$30 Incentive -1.085 0.00326 -0.680 -1.136 -1.163 3.416
(2.283) (0.0195) (1.258) (1.506) (1.491) (2.122)

Constant 20.37*** 0.0286 20.02*** 13.79*** 13.41*** -22.68***
(2.369) (0.0203) (1.305) (1.562) (1.547) (2.201)

Observations 914 914 914 914 914 914

Unemployment Low-educated High-educated Poverty Misperception
(misp.) (misp.) (misp.) (misp.) Index

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

$5 Incentive -0.448 -1.400 2.327 -2.234 -0.0545
(2.146) (2.337) (2.502) (2.258) (0.0504)

$10 Incentive -0.916 3.358 5.435** 0.718 -0.0311
(2.178) (2.378) (2.547) (2.298) (0.0513)

$20 Incentive 1.471 -1.687 1.687 -1.596 -0.0498
(2.220) (2.424) (2.596) (2.342) (0.0523)

$30 Incentive 2.539 -1.979 3.169 1.345 -0.0458
(2.207) (2.410) (2.580) (2.328) (0.0520)

Constant 16.34*** -0.992 -10.76*** 20.83*** 0.0399
(2.290) (2.500) (2.676) (2.415) (0.0539)

Observations 913 914 914 914 914
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Control vs. T1 – US
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Control vs. T1 – UK
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Control vs. T1 – France
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Control vs. T1 – Italy
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Control vs. T1 – Germany
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Control vs. T1 – Sweden
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High Immigration Sectors – United States (I)

A sector is defined High Immigration if the share of workers who are
immigrant in that sector is higher than the country average.

Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations: farmers, fishers, agricultural workers
etc.

Building and grounds cleaning and maintenance occupations: maids and
housekeeping cleaners, janitors, building cleaning workers, grounds maintenance
workers etc.

Construction and extraction occupations: painters, construction and maintenance,
plumbers, electricians, extraction workers etc.

Computer and mathematical occupations: occupations related to mathematics,
data and IT management, such as statisticians, web developers, computer
programmers, actuaries, etc.



High Immigration Sectors – United States (II)
Production occupations: industrial and artisanal production of goods, materials
and components of any kind, industrial and artisanal food production, laundry, dry
cleaning, sewing and tailoring, shoe making, woodworking, energy, petroleum and
gas production, water operation, jewels and metal working etc.

Life, physical, and social science occupations: animal, food, soil and plant
scientists, biochemists, medical scientists, physicists, chemists, economists, political
scientist, sociologists, psychologists, historians etc.

Food preparation and serving related occupations: chefs and cooks, waiters, fast
food workers, dishwashers, food servers etc.

Occupations related to transportation and material moving: truck, bus, train and
taxi drivers, pilots, flight attendants, rail transportation workers, movers, delivery
workers, gas station operators etc.

Occupations related to personal care, childcare and leisure: hairdressers, barbers
and related, makeup artists, cosmetologists and related, personal care aides,
childcare workers, all the occupations related to leisure and entertainment, like
sport and gaming, cinemas, etc.

Healthcare support occupations: such as home health aides, nursing assistants,
physical therapist assistants, dental or medical assistants etc.
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Measuring Support for Immigration

Immigration support index: standardized z-score index, combines

Immigration is not a problem (Dummy).

Immigrants should get benefits 3 years after arrival or sooner
(Dummy).

Immigrants should be allowed to apply for citizenship 5 years after
arrival or sooner (Dummy).

Immigrants truly “American” when get citizenship or sooner
(Dummy).

Should the government care about everybody? (1 = only care about
natives to 7 = care equally about all).
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